I am very easy to use!

Software and
Notebook

TV receiver

You talk to me through a voice remote control.
With my intelligent technology I listen to you,
I understand you, follow your commands and
reply delivering the services and the
digital contents you requested.

Scanner

speaky facile®

I can empower you!

Voice Remote
Control

is made by

I can give you the independence to
participate effectively within a sighted world:
learn, stay in touch and enjoy yourself.

mediavoic

Experts in voice technology and artiﬁcial intelligence established

… and I am made with
Italian passion!

Mediavoice, a Research and Innovation enterprise, in 2000. During
the years Mediavoice has engineered and patented several
advanced technological solutions and gained important recognition.
Mediavoice’s mission is to revolutionize the human-machine interface through intelligent voice technology, thus allowing everybody
to access the digital world in the easiest and most natural way:
through their voice.
Mediavoice is among the most innovative producers of assistive
technology. It has engineered Speaky Facile, a new platform of
products with an easy and accessible interface. Speaky Facile
grows constantly with new applications, services and contents, in
Italy and abroad.
Mediavoice s.r.l. - Via Sante Bargellini, 4 - 00157 Roma Tel. 06.54210262 email: info@mediavoice.it

speaky facile® is distributed by

speaky facile®
It’s the groundbreaking solution
for people with visual impairment
to gain access to the digital world
by simply using voice controls.
mediavoic
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speaky facile®

talk to me to ...

Speaky YouTube
Search for videos on YouTube, play and save them among
your favorites. Manage the reproduction with pause, stop
and play.

Speaky Documents
Create a document, dictate it, modify it and save it on your
computer or on an external drive. You can also manage
documents in different formats.

Speaky Web Radio
Search and listen to Internet Radio Stations. Recall them
by name, genre or location. Save them among your favorites
and keep track of the history.

Speaky Music
Listen to the music on your computer, import it or listen to it
from external drives. Create and manage your playlists.

Speaky Wikipedia
Search and listen in different operating modes to the
online encyclopedia’s contents and save them among
your favorites.

Speaky Audiobook
Look for and download thousands of books, listen to them
using your personalized bookmarks. You can always keep
track of the book and paragraph you are reading.

Speaky Television
Recall vocally, watch/listen and record the digital terrestrial
television channels and programs. Set a recording and
watch the recorded program off line.

Speaky Newsstand
Read and archive twenty of the main Italian newspapers in
their printed version.

Speaky Dictionary and Translator
Look for meanings, synonyms and antonyms of the English
language, dictate words and sentences to be translated in
over twenty other languages.

Speaky Smart Scanner
Scan, listen and archive documents. The smart technology
will highlight the salient info of the document scanned.

Speaky Magniﬁer
A magnifying glass for your computer screen to enlarge
any area up to sixteen times and manage contrasts and
colors reversals.

Speaky Address Book
Look for a contact in the White Pages and create you personal
address book with numbers and addresses you will be able to
use also with Speaky E-mail.

Speaky Screen Reader
Listen to what is on your screen thanks to the integrated
NVDS Screen Reader.

Speaky E-mail
Write, send, read, archive and manage e-mails and
attachments.

Speaky RSS Newsfeed
Search and select, per source or topic, and follow the news
from the main internet sources such as newspapers,
national and international websites and blogs.

